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Let X be a p-variate (p > 3) vector normally distributed with mean p and 
covariance Z, and let A be a p x p random matrix distributed independent of X, 
according to the Wishart distribution R’(n, 2). For estimating p, we consider 
estimators of the form 6 = 6(X, A). We obtain families of Bayes, minimax and 
admissible minimax estimators with respect to the quadratic loss function 
(6 - p)’ Z-r(-‘(6 - c() where C is unknown. This paper extends previous results 
of the author [l], given for the case in which the covariance matrix of the 
distribution is of the form c?I, where D is known. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a p-variate ( p > 3) random vector normally distributed with mean 
TV and covariance Z. The covariance matrix is positive definite but unspecified 
otherwise. Let A be a p x p random matrix, distributed independent of X, 
according to the Wishart distribution W(n, Z), where n > p. For estimating p 
we consider estimators 6 based on X and A, and a quadratic loss function 
qs; p, 2) = (6 - p)’ Z-1(6 - p). (1.1) 
In the following sections we obtain three classes of estimators of the form 
6 = 6(X, A) which are Bayes, minimax and admissible minimax with respect to 
the loss (1.1). 
Recently, Baranchik [3] h as obtained a family of minimax estimators with the 
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covariance matrix 0~1 where I denotes the p x p identity matrix and u > 0. 
Alam [l] has obtained an extended family of minimax estimators and a subfamily 
of admissible minimax estimators for the case in which u is known. Strawderman 
[l 1, 121 has obtained Bayes minimax estimators for the case of known covariance 
matrix withp 2 5 and for the case of common unknown variances. Lin and Tsai 
[9] have obtained generalized Bayes minimax estimators for unknown covariance 
matrix. Basar and Mintz [4] have obtained minimax estimators with respect to a 
modified quadratic loss function. 
2. MINIMAX ESTIMATORS 
Let 
(a),=a(a+1)~*~(u+Y-1), r=l,2 ,..., 
denote the hypergeometric function, and let V, 01, /3, y be numbers, such that 
where 
Let 
v B 0, 
% B > 0, n+y--2201-p>>, 
(P+2an+y----~-Pp) <4, 
!I = 2( P - 2>/@ - P + 3). 
y” = X’(A + vyx, 





(1/2)p++-1( 1 - x)0-1( 1 + ~yy)-U/2)(n+~+3) &, 
= (P + 2a7(W2)(n + Y + 3), (l/2)$ + 01 + 1; W2)P + at +B + 1; -YJ 
(p + 2ff + 2/9W/2)(n + Y + 31, (l/2) P + a; U/2) P + a + 8; -YJ 
-( 
(1 + r,)-YP + W~(W2)(2~ + 33 - n - Y +p>, (W)p + a + 1; 
W2)P + 01 +B + l;Yvl(l -tYY)) ) 
(P + 2a+ WWPW + 83 - n - Y + PI, UP) P + a; 
. 
( W2)P + LY +/3 + l;Y”/(l i-Y”)) ) 
(2.5) 
s, = qv, a, p, y), = (1 - &)X. (2.6) 
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The expressions for h, in terms of the hypergeometric functions, given above, 
are derived from Formula 2.12(l) and Formula 2.9(4) of Erdelyi [6]. In this 
section we show that 6, is minimax. In the next section we show that 6, is a 
Bayes estimator for v > 0. 
Let 
V,(Y) = CXt(Y)(Yb) U/Z)p+a-l(l - y/t)6-‘(l + y)-U/2Nn+v+3), y, t > 0, 
where xt(y) denotes the indicator function, given by 
Xt(Y) = t :, 
for y < t, 
for y > t, 
and c = c(t) is chosen such that J,” V,(y) dy = 1. Now, V,(y) represents a 
probability density function with monotone likelihood ratio (mZr) property in the 
parameter t, and 
h,y, = Jrn XV,“(X) dx. 
0 
From the mlr property of the density V,(y) it follows that h,y, is nondecreasing 
in yy . Hence, from (2.5) we have 
( 
(P + ww/w~ + 23 -n - Y +A (U2)P + a+ 1; 
&Y" G (WP + fx + B + 1; 1) 
1 
( 
(P + 2a + 2P)w/w~ + 21s - 71 - Y + Pi -! 
(l/2) P + ‘y; (l/2) P + a + B; 1) 1 
=(P+wl(n+Y--~-P), 
< Q from (2.3). (2.7) 
The equality in (2.7) is derived from Formula 2.8 (46) of Erdelyi [6]. 
We have y. = X’A-lx. As shown above, X,y, is nondecreasing in y. and 
From Theorem 2.1 of Lin and Tsai [9] it follows that 6, is a minimax estimator 
of p. Hence, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 2.1. 8, = 6(0, OL, /3, y) is a minimax estimator of p for all 01, 8, y 
satisfying (2.2) and (2.3). 
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3. BAYES ESTIMATORS 
In view of the convex loss function, we consider only nonrandomized esti- 
mators. Let C denote the class of estimators 6 = 6(X, A) which are invariant 
with respect to the group G, say, of orthogonal transformations. That is, 
%S gA g’) = g%JC 4, (3.1) 
for all p x p orthogonal matrices g. Any 8 E C is of the form (see e.g. [lo]) 
8 = (1 - h)X, 
where h = h(X, A) is a function of X and A, such that 
(3.2) 
h(gX, g&‘) = 4% A) (3.3) 
for all orthogonal matrices g. Clearly, 8, as given by (2.6), is of the form (3.2). 
We shall show that among all estimators in C the estimator 6, minimizes the 
average risk with respect to a certain prior distribution on p and .Z’. Hence, 6, 
is a Bayes estimator in a class of invariant estimators. 
The density function of the Wishart distribution W(.Z, m) with parameters 2 
and m is given by 
w(z; 2, m) = 12 ~(1/2)bn--~--l) e-(l/2)treceZr1/2mp/2~p(p-l)/r 1 z p/z 
’ (3.4) 
fi WP(m - i + l)), 
i=l 
where m > p and Z is positive definite. We consider a prior distribution on 
TV and 2-l with density function 
7(/L, Z-1) = f(p I ZY-1) w(Z-1, v-11, y), v, 4 B > 0, Y b P, (3.5) 
where f (p 1 Z-1) denotes the conditional density of p given Z-l, being given by 
x I JY 1-1’2 $J((v?)P + % (U2)P - B + 1; (l/2) P’-w4 
#(a, b; y) = (T(u))-l lcm e+ ta-l(l + tY-+l dt, a, y > 0. (3.6) 
Let 
fn(p, ‘z) = (h/241 - A))“/” 12 I-113 exp(-[X/2(1 - A)] $E1/.4) 
K(A) = [T(a + p)/r(a) r(p)] P-1(1 - h)B-1. 
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We have 
Let R&L, 2:) denote the risk of S, given by (3.2). Let dX denote the product of 
the differentials of the components of X, and let dp, dA, dF be defined similarly. 
Below, we denote a multiple integral by the singIe integral sign, The average risk 
of 6 with respect to the given prior distribution is given by 
Rb = 
I R&t 2) +, -3 dp dsr’ 
= 
s 
[p(l - A) + (A - h)2X’,z-lX-J e--(w~X’=-‘X 1 z ~--1/2(hpr)W~ 
x eo(A; Z, n) w(Z-‘; v--V, y) K(A) dX dA d.Z-1 dX, 
=U 
f 
[p(l - A) + (A - h)2 X’E-~;Y~(A/~?T)*/~ J A j(112)(‘+p-1) 
x ) A + VI + )tXX’ )-(1/2)(n+y+1k@-1; (A + VI + xxx’)-l, n + y + 1) 
x K(h) dX dA dZ-’ dh, 
=f7. 
I 
[p(l - A) + (A - h)2X’(A + VI + hxX’)-1X](h/27r)“12 1 A 1(1/2)(n-p1) 
x 1 A + VI + LXX j--(112)(n+v+1)K(X) dX dA dX, (3.8) 
where 
a = 29/2,,~9/2,yP(P-l)/4 
fi r((l,z);(:‘?(n if, $)(y T 1 - i)) * 
Now, 
Hence 
X’(A + VI + XxX’)-lx = yJ(l + AyJ, 
1 A + VI + xxx’ I = ) A + VI I(1 + Ary). 
R, = a 
I Ml - 4 + (A - w%lU + ~%>I 
x (1 + ~Y”F (1/2)(n+y+l’(X/2R)“/2K(h), 1 A JU/Wn-9-l) 
x 1 A + VI I-(1/2)(n*+1) dX dX dA. (3.9) 
It is seen from (3.9) that the functional h minimizing R, is equal to A, , given by 
(2.5). Hence, we have the following result. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Among all estimators in C, the estimator S, minimizes the 
average risk with respect to the prior distribution T, given by (3.5), for v, CL, fl > 0, 
Y&P* 
Remark 1. We observe that 8, minimizes the average risk with respect to 7 
among all estimators of the form (1 - h)X where h = h(X, A) is not restricted 
to satisfy the invariance property (3.3). 
Remark 2. 6, is not a Bayes estimator since T is not defined for v = 0. 
4. ADMISSIBLE ESTIMATORS 
Let 
a > 1, B > 0, n-22ar--p>O, o<vvpP, 
(p+2a) <q(n--2~-P), 
where q is defined following (2.3). Let &* and a,* be obtained from X, and 8, as 
given by (2.5) and (2.6), respectively, by setting y = v. The estimator 6,* is 
minimax by Theorem 2.1. We shall show that 8, * is also admissible. This is done 
by proving that 6,,* is admissible in the class C of invariant estimators, described 
in the previous section. As the group G of all p x p orthogonal matrices 
is compact, it would follow (see e.g. [lo]) that S,* is admissible in the class of all 
estimators of p. 
First we give some preliminary results. Let P denote an orthogonal matrix 
diagonalizing A, and let 2 = (2, ,..., 2,)’ = PX. Let .$r > & 2 .*. > 5, 
denote the characteristic roots of A. From (2.4) we have 
Hence 
ayvIav = - fJ (w(b + 42, 
i=l 
= --x’(A + VI)-“X. (4.1) 
Let u = U(X) and v = V(X) be differentiable functions of X, and let T = 
u/v. We have 
Idu u ---- 




-+ a dx 
dv 
--, 
v  dx 
(4.2) 
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Let x = x, and let u and v be the numerator and denominator, respectively, 
of the ratio giving A,, in (2.5). Using (2.4) we get 
I %QY” I B / ; W?Y” 1 + j 5 / 1; * w?Y, 1% 
B (l/2)@ + Y + 3) u1 + rv)-l + (W)(n + y + 3) a(1 + yJ-l, 
d (n + Y + 3)/Y” > as h,<l. (4.3) 
Similarly, we get (making use of the inequality x-log(1 + X) 3 0 for x > 0). 
I way I G by, , 
< ( p + 2or)/(n - 201 - p) from (2.7), 
< 4. 
From (4.1) and (4.3) we have 
(4.4) 
I wav I G (n + y + 3) ~‘64 + 4-2 xh , 
-G (a + y + Wrace (A + 4-l), 
< (n + y + 3)(trace A-l). 
Thus from (4.4) and (4.5) we get 
1 ah*/av 1 < q + (n + v + 3)(trace A-l). 
< q + (n + p + 3)(trace A-l). 
By the mean value theorem we have 
(4.5) 
I&,*- &* I < v(q + (n + p + 3)(trace A-l)). (4.6) 
The above inequality is used below in (4.7). 
Let 
We have 
= [(A - A()*)” - (A _ A”*)7 ~,pl&y e-w2)hX’~~x 1 z ~-l/Z 
x (A/2+%(A; Z, n) K(h) dX dA dh I, 
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<2 IX,” s 
- A,* 1 X’E1;y ,cwwx’r~x ( i-y I-1/2(~/2,)P/2 
X w(A ; 2, n) K(h) dX dA d/i, 
<2v (q+(n+p+3)(t J face A-l)) X’Z-IX ,-c1/2wr’x 1 z I-1/2 
x (X/27r)P12w(A; Z, n) K(A) dX dA dh, 
= 2pv 1 (q + (a + p + 3)(trace A-l)) A-lw(A; 2, n) K(h) dA dh, 
= 2pv(q + (n + p + 3)(trace Z-l)/(n - p - 1)) 1 WK(X) dh, 
= c~(q(n - p - 1) + (n + p + 3)(trace Z-l)), (4.7) 
where 
c = 2p(a + p - l)/(z - l)(n -p - 1). 
We consider a prior distribution on Z-1 with density function 
wy~-l; v-lJ v) = d 1 z p~-1)/2 ,+l/2btIaCer1 
provided Q, > qr , otherwise 0 < v < p, (4.8) 
where Q > v2 3 *.* 3 ls denote the ordered characteristic roots of Z-1, 
E = C(V) is a positive number, such that, 0 < B < 1, and d = d(v; i) is a nor- 
malizing factor, given by 
d 
I 
b--9-1)/2 ,-(l/2,vtIWZ-1 &-1 = 1. (4.9) v 9 hl ’ = ‘- 
That w* represents a proper distribution will be seen from (4.11) and (4.12) 
below. From (4.8) we obtain the marginal density of the largest characteristic 
root, given by (see e.g. [8, Theor. 3.21) 
where 6 = b(v, l ) 
hl) = w71 9 4 4% 3 VT 4 71 > 0, (4.10) 
is a normalizing factor, 
4% , v) = v vd24mJ/2)-1 e-vn112/.pf2~(~/.4, (4.11) 
and 
EZ c V-l n e-““lud’a g?‘-1)‘2(1 - gt) g (gi - gi) g 4s , 
Js<rp&7s<...<op-1<l f=l 
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s 9-l 9-l < l-I &-9-1)'2u -LA) l-j (4% - Bj) n &i , fG7fGl.&'.'<Pp--1<l i-1 i>i i=l 
= E(9-l)(~-9-l)/2(1 - 49-l/@ _ I)!, 
< ,u-ea)lz* 
AlSO 
1 = Jorn g(71) 41 
>b * 
s 
u(71 ) v) e-(l+-lh~2 
0 
(4.12) 
>, bQ(c) lom ~(7~ , v) e-(9-1)vn1’2 cl?1 , 
= b$-““/“Q(c), (4.13) 
where 
Q(4 = s 
9-l 9-l 
c<gl(g*$...<g,-l(l ; (l - gi) rI (gi - gj) JJ dgi - i>j id 
Hence 
b Q y/2/Q(e). (4.14) 
Let E* denote expectation with respect to the prior distribution w*, and let 
From (4.10), (4.12), and (4.14) we get 
E*(trace Z-l) < PE*Q , 
I 
m 
<PS 71”h 14 41) 
0 
= pas. (4.15) 
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Let the functional E = E(V) in the definition of the prior w* be chosen such 
that~-+OandvS+Oasv-+O,andlet 
R,* = E*R&). 
From (4.7) and (4.15) we have that 
Ro” - R,* +oasv-+o. (4.16) 
Let r* denote the prior distribution on TV and Z-l with the density function 
7”(p, Z-1) = f(p 12) w*p; v-II, v). 
Let 6,, and R,, denote a Bayes estimator of the form (3.2) and the Bayes risk, 
respectively, with respect to T *. We observe that as v -+ 0 and E -+ 0, the distri- 
bution w* tends to an improper Wishart distribution, and that a,* is an improper 
Bayes estimator in the sense that it minimizes the posterior risk with 
respect to the improper distribution. Therefore, we attempt to show that 
R,, + R,, as v and E -v 0. From (3.8) we see that S,, is obtained by minimizing 
with respect to the functional h the integral 
J = s, 
[p(l - A) + (A - h)2X’Z-1X]w(2-1; (A + VI + AXX’)-I, n + v + 1) 
P >Enl 
x (h/27r)9V2 / A + VI + AXX’ I--(l/2)(n+“+1)K(h) dZ-l dA. (4.17) 
Let h* = h*(X, A) denote the minimizing function. We can assume that 
0 < h* < 1. 
Let J* be obtained by substituting h* for h in J, and let 
M= 
s 
[p(l -A) + (A - h*)2X’Z-1X]w(.Z-1; (A + VI + AXX’)-l, tz + v + 1) 
Tlp<C7Q 
x (h/2x)@ [ A + VI + AXX’ I-(ll2)(fi+v+l)K(A) d,Z-1 dh, 
< s fl <snl (p + 4/h) w(Z-1; 2(A + VI + AXX’)-1, n + v + 1)(X/2++ 
~p29Cnt~+1),2 1 A + vI + AXX’ I-(llZ)(ntv+l)~(~) dz-1 dh. (4.18) 
The inequality in (4.18) is obtained, making use of the relation xe-” < 1 for any 
number x. Let 
N = J CPU - 4 + (A - h*)2X’PX]w(.F; (A + VI + )iyX’)-l, n + v + 1) 
x (/\/2,+@ 1 A + VI + AXX’ I--(1/2)(n+v+1)K(h) d,F dh, 
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= 
s 
[p(l - h) + (h - h*)sX’(A + VI + hxx,)-1X] 
x j A + VI+ XXX’ I-“/““““+l’(x/2?r)~1~K(X) dX, 
> I [P(l - A) + 0 - h,*yX’(A + VI + XXxyX] 
x ] A + vl + AXX’ I-(1/2)(n+v+l)(X/2n)pi2K(X) dh. 
Let 
(4.19) 




R,, = gd 1 ]* 1 A 1(1/2)(+-p--1) dA dX, 
= gd 1 (IV - M) 1 A l(ll‘J)(‘+p-l) dA dX, 
> R,* - T, (4.20) 
T = gd l M 1 A 1(1/2)(+~-1) dA dX. (4.21) 
The inequality in (4.20) follows from the inequality in (4.19). 
The characteristic roots t, 2 t, >, .a* >, t, of a matrix D, distributed 
according to w(D; 9, m), have the joint density proportional to (see e.g. [7]) 
2 ) f-2 I-m’2 fi tf’+p-‘)‘2 n (ti - tj) fi dt, , (4.22) 
i=l i<i i=l 
where 2 is a symmetric function of the characteristic roots of D and fz, given by 
2 = / e-U/2WMeSa-1HDH’ d(H), 
d(H) being an invariant probability measure on the group G of orthogonal 
matrices H. Using (4.22) we can show that T -+ 0 as v and E -+ 0. As R,, is the 
Bayes risk with respect T*, we have RR,, < R,* . From (4.20) it follows that 
R,,* - R,, --f 0 as v -+ 0. 
Therefore, from (4.16) and (4.19) we have that 
R,* - A,, + 0 as v -+ 0. 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
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From (4.24) it follows (see e.g. [5, Theor. 5.6.11) that S-,* is admissible in the 
class C of invariant estimators, and hence admissible in the class of all estimators 
of I”. For the application of Brown’s theorem it is required to show that for some 
positive numbers a* and b*, not depending on v 
s U*.+,<U*,*~f~l 
Q-*(/J, 27-l) dp d.?F > b”. 
Let T* denote the above integral, and let 
(4.25) 
c* = @7)-P’2qa 4 B) w/w + 4 
w Q) 
#((lP)p + % (l/2& -s + 1; (1/2)a*)* 
From (3.6) we have 
T* > c* 
I u’P-lLL<a*.v~>ml 
1 Z (-W*(P; v-II, v) dp dZ-l, 
> c* I &‘d2a*.+~tn~ 
( 2Y 1-1/%0*(Z-~; v--II, v) dp dF, 
= c*(a*)“‘2v, 
s 
77~~‘~ 1 Z ~-1’2zu*(Z-1; v-l& v) d,F-‘, (4.26) 
n&l>ml 
where vD denotes the volume of the p-dimensional unit sphere. Using the trans- 
formation given in Krishnaiah and Chang [8] to obtain the distribution of the 
largest characteristic root, given by (4.10), we find that the integral in the third 
line on the right-hand side of (4.26) is bounded above zero as v + 0. Hence the 
inequality (4.25) holds. Thus we have proved the following result 
THEOREM 4.1. The estimator 6, * = 6(0,01, j3,0), given by (2.6), is an admissible 
minimax estimator of p for a > 1, p > 0, n - 2a - p > 0 and 
(~+2or)(n--p+3) <2(p--)(a--a-P). 
Remark 3. The condition 0: > 1 in Theorem 4.1 is imposed by the require- 
ment that the last expression on the right-hand side of (4.7) is finite. It might 
be possible to relax the condition. 
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